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Who Recognizes When A Company 
Deviates from Core Values?
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It takes 20 years to build 
a reputation and five 
minutes to ruin it.  

If you think about that, 
you’ll do things 
differently.

Warren Buffet
Chairman and CEO
Berkshire Hathaway

Consumers - Perception is Key
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Consumers - Perception is Key

Allegiant Air under fire after '60 Minutes' report

Verdict Means Prison for Enron Chiefs
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Consumers - Perception is Key
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Consumers - Perception is Key
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Why are Core Values Important?
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Ed Roski
President & COB
Majestic Realty Company

For any successful company, it must have a set of Core
Values that embodies the beliefs the leadership and
those working for the company can feel proud of. The
essence of a company’s identity represents qualities
others can consistently rely upon.

The same qualities are what we look for in an
individual: honesty, creativity, accountability,
compassion, optimism, perseverance and focus and of
course hard work.

These are the things that reflect how people act when
it counts. Success attracts others, and it’s often the
result when people possess these qualities and apply
them to everything they do.

Character of a Company
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Leaders must lean on the values of the organization to
drive performance, especially during times of change.

An organization's values should be the bedrock of why
the company exists, how it makes decisions and its
true purpose. They must be authentic and relatively
specific so they actually resonate with the team.

Character of a Company
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A company’s Core Values and Personal Values
must be aligned.

A company is only as strong as its people; and it
is your collective vision and passion that drive
things forward.

Character of a Company
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Employees are the brand of the business.  

Character of a Company
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How Does a Company Create  
Successful Core Values?



We Own It
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“…the new metric of [successful] corporate leadership 
[are] executives [who] create organizations that are 
economically, ethically, and socially sustainable....”

James O’Toole/Warren Bennis

HBR ‘Culture of Candor’ June 2009

Value Driven Leadership



At the end of the day…
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Effective leaders ensure
everything they do is run
through the “filter” of
their core values.

The Way We Do 

Business

VALUES

Value Driven Leadership
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To make better decisions, we crave certainty.

However, smart leaders are recognizing nothing's
certain in the outside world.

In 2018, the winners will be those who redirect their
attention to what's happening inside their
organizations, getting clear on who they want to be
and what success looks like.

Focusing first on what's in their control will help
them make decisions that matter.

Value Driven Leadership

Darcy Eikenberg
Founder
Red Cape Revolution
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What Is the Differentiator?
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Get closer than ever to
your customers. So close
that you tell them what
they need before they
realize it themselves.

Understand the Business & People
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• Recognizing the marketplace is highly competitive because
customer expectations are high.

• Competitors have similar equipment and systems, they have
similar resources, and they hire from the same population
pools.

• So, what makes the difference?
• The alignment and dedication of your people;
• Your focus on value driven conduct;
• Your commitment to a just and inclusive culture; and
• Becoming a strong customer service solution provider.

• This is how you build brand loyalty.

Understand the Business & People
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How Does a Company Build 
Excellent Customer Perception?
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Consistent alignment of 
capabilities and internal 
processes with the customer 
value proposition is the core 
of any strategy execution.

Robert S. Kaplan
Senior Fellow, Marvin Bower 
Professor of Leadership 
Development, Emeritus
Harvard Business School

Establish A Quality Value Proposition
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Establish A Quality Value Proposition

It is defined by the want that satisfies the customers.

To answer this it must only come from outside of your
company from the point of view of your customers.

What the customer sees, thinks, believes, and wants at
any given time, must be accepted as an objective fact.

To satisfy a customer is the mission and purpose of a
business.
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Customized Solution Pillars

Three Pillars of a Customized Solutions Company

1. Service Reliability builds confidence with the customers because when you
say something will happen, it gets done: when you sell a service, you know you
can deliver it.

2. Service Predictability removes a customer’s anxiety by delivering a reliable
service and knowing their issues because you listen to them.

3. Customer Relationships allows you to understand the customers need to
succeed. Listening to what their “pain points” are that hinder their ability to
innovate and optimize its existing assets. Help define these barriers by
providing customized solutions to remove these obstacles so you can forge
partnerships which create value to the customers.

Establish A Quality Value Proposition
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You must know your customer. 

Remember product or price advantage can be
easily duplicated, but a strong customer service
culture cannot be copied.

Establish A Quality Value Proposition
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Who Are you Today?
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As for the future, it remains 
unwritten. Anything can 
happen, and often we are 
wrong. 

The best we can do with the 
future is prepare and savor 
the possibilities of what can 
be done in the present.Todd Kashdan, Ph.D.

Scientist and Professor of Psychology
George Mason University

Disruptive Powerful Drive
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Disruptive Powerful Drive
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The Big Shift 

Disruptive Powerful Drive
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Arthur Schopenhauer
Philosopher, Journalist

Disruptive Powerful Drive

Talent hits a target no one
else can hit.

Genius hits a target no one
else can see.
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Who Do you Want to Become in the Future?
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Design creates culture.

Culture shapes values.

Values determine the 
future.

Robert L. Peters
Co-Founder
Circle Design Consultancy

Strategic Imperative
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The Future Won’t resemble the past.

By 2025, there will be One Billion New Middle 
Class Consumers impacting the world.

Don’t let the short term cancel out the long 
term.

Don’t get lost in familiar territory.

Strategic Imperative
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In the next 20 years remember:

Technology doesn’t drive change human  
choices make change. 

Failure of imagination is our biggest risk. 

Get to the future fast and first. 

Strategic Imperative
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ORGANIZATIONAL 
CAPABILITIES

Organizational DNA =
Assets + (Skills x Competencies)

1. Entrepreneurial & self-
driven to succeed

2. LISTEN to customers 
and team members

3. Proactive customer 
relationship 
management (we know 
customers have a 
problem before they 
know they have a 
problem)

RELENTLESS PURSUIT 
OF EXCELLENCE

FACT BASED
“How do you know you’ve had a 

good day?”

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT

1. Never lose objectivity: 
continuously check our 
assumptions 

2. Measure our results 
(multi-tiered KPI’s that 
help us focus on the 
right problems)

3. Execute well defined 
asset-specific strategies 
(no “shooting from the 
hip”)

1. Focused on results (not 
“busy work”)

2. Develop the right tools
(no “work-arounds” 
allowed)

3. Develop a team spirit 
that challenges the 
status-quo and builds 
on team’s strengths

Strategic Imperative
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Who is Patriot?



Premium provider of transportation and port service solutions throughout North America.
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Railcar & Tank Truck Cleaning Railroad Construction 

Contract Railcar Switching Engineering & Emergency Services

Transloading & Warehousing Industrial Development

Railcar Storage Railcar Repair & Maintenance

Rail Logistics Railway Clean-Up & Transfer 

Environmental Services 24-Hour Customer Service

In 2017, Port Services – Container & RoRo Stevedoring, breakbulk, bulk, dry
warehousing, and cold storage companies operating along the Gulf and East Coast of
the United States.

Patriot Company Overview 
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Patriot Company Overview 


